Abstract-In this paper, a new spatiotemporal filtering scheme is described for noise reduction in video sequences. For this purpose, the scheme processes each group of three consecutive sequence frames in two steps: 1) estimate motion between frames and 2) use motion vectors to get the final denoised current frame. A family of adaptive spatiotemporal -filters is applied. A recursive implementation of these filters is used and compared with its nonrecursive counterpart. The motion trajectories are obtained recursively by a region-recursive estimation method. Both motion parameters and filter weights are computed by minimizing the kurtosis of error instead of mean squared error. Using the kurtosis in the algorithms adaptation is appropriate in the presence of mixed and impulsive noises. The filter performance is evaluated by considering different types of video sequences. Simulations show marked improvement in visual quality and SNRI measures cost as well as compared to those reported in literature.
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I. INTRODUCTION
N OWADAYS, the demand for digital video has increased. Video sequences occur naturally in multimedia services, such as autonomous navigation, telesurveillance, archiving and restoring of old films, defense and astronomical imaging [9] , [13] . In many practical circumstances, these video sequences may be corrupted by a significant amount of noise. This noise degrades both visual quality and the effectiveness for subsequent performance such as coding, analysis or interpretation [11] , [16] , [25] .
The classification of the existing image sequence filtering algorithms is based on the dimension of the region of support of the filter [4] , [5] . More specifically, we consider one-dimensional (1-D) temporal filters, and three-dimensional (3-D) spatiotemporal filters. Three-dimensional temporal filters avoid the artifacts introduced by spatial filters by modeling the image sequence as a series of 1-D pixel trajectories. That is the intensity at each spatial position is considered as a 1-D signal that transverses along the temporal axis [30] . Spatiotemporal filters take advantage of the correlations that exist in both the temporal and spatial directions. Clearly, two-dimensional (2-D) spatial and 1-D temporal filters may be thought of in most cases as special cases of 3-D spatiotemporal filters.
The existing filters are further classified into non motioncompensated and motion-compensated [3] . Motion compensaManuscript received December 19, 2003 tion is one of the ways for removing the temporal nonstationarity of the sequence which is due to its dynamic nature (see Fig. 1 ).
A motion-compensated sequence is more stationary along the temporal direction than along the spatial ones, and this provides the support for design of temporal filters [10] . A Majority of linear filters and nonlinear weighted filters uses least mean square (LMS) algorithm adaptation [7] . Recently, higher order statistics or cumulants have been successfully employed for the detection and classification of non-Gaussian signals in Gaussian noise [22] . Various fourth-order cumulant-based filtering techniques (fixed or adaptive) have been described for the enhancement of signals in either Gaussian or non-Gaussian [14] . The least mean fourth (LMF) and other higher order criteria exhibit improved performance compared to the LMS [28] . The performance of the LMS and the LMF algorithms have been investigated in the literature in the context of adaptive filtering [18] . Also, the combination of the LMS and LMF approaches was applied to image restoration problem [17] . In [21] , a nonlinear cumulant-based adaptive filter for image denoising has been proposed. It combines the linear (averaging) characteristics of the linear filter and nonlinear characteristics of the median filter. It uses an impulsive detector to exclude the impulsive points in the input from updating the filter coefficients. Therefore, the deterioration due to the presence of heavily mixed noise corruption could be avoided.
In video sequence applications, cumulant-based methods have been proposed for motion estimation. In [6] , the displacement vector is obtained by maximizing a third-and fourth-order statistics criteria. In [15] , several algorithms are developed based on a parametric cumulant method, a cumulant matching method and a mean kurtosis error estimation.
In this paper, a spatiotemporal filter is proposed for video sequences corrupted with a variety of noise by considering both spatial intra-frame and temporal inter-frame correlations. Motion compensation along the temporal direction in the sequence is performed by a region recursive-based method. This method uses an affine linear motion model. For each region, motion vectors are computed by minimizing the fourth-order cumulant (Kurtosis) of the displaced frame difference (DFD). The cumulant-based algorithm presented here is found to be noise robust for a wide range of noise signals such as impulsive and mixed distributed. The robustness of the motion estimator to noise effect, as compared to second-order statistics, has been illustrated in [2] . After motion compensation, the spatiotemporal cumulant-based -filter is applied to motion compensated frames. The filter weights are computed iteratively by minimizing the Kurtosis of the estimation error instead of the mean squared error. In [23] , we proposed a family of adaptive spatiotemporal LMS -filter which is an extension of the spatial filter described in [1] . This filter has proved to be efficient for reducing noise and preserving image details in corrupted image sequences. The main contribution of the paper is in the design and the comparison of several cumulant-based -filters to second-order statistics-based (LMS) -filters for noise reduction in video sequences. The weighting coefficients are computed by the least mean kurtosis (LMK) adaptation algorithm. These coefficients are derived for both recursive and nonrecursive implementations. In many cases, improved performance in noise suppression can be obtained if the filter is implemented recursively. However, the weighting coefficients derived for nonrecursive filtering are not optimal for recursive implementation, where the estimate of current pixel is dependent on the past filter outputs [8] .
This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the problem formulation and presents the motion estimation and compensation steps. Section III describes the proposed spatiotemporal filtering scheme. Experimental results are described in Section IV. Section V contains some conclusions.
II. MOTION ESTIMATION

A. Problem Formulation
The problem of motion estimation can be stated as follows: Given an image sequence, compute a representation of the motion field that best aligns pixels in one frame of the sequence with those in the next. This is formulated as (1) where denotes spatial image position of a point; and are observed image intensities at instant and , respectively; and are noise-free frames; and are assumed to be zero-mean image noise sequences which can be spatially and temporally correlated and is the displacement vector of the object during the time interval .
B. Region-Recursive Approach Based on Motion Modeling
The problem is to estimate from the observation of and . Let us define the as follows:
To compress an image sequence, the reduction or elimination of image-to-image redundancy is primordial. The presence of motionless objects in the scene creates unvarying image zones in time. Object motion in the scene involves displacement of corresponding projective pattern in the image. Motion estimation methods can be classified into three main families: differential, matching, and stochastic [12] . The region-recursive algorithm is based on a motion model. This algorithm is similar to pel-recursive one [20] extended to parametric motion model applied to region of pixels. This algorithm proceeds in three steps: motion modeling, initialization, estimation and splitting. These steps are iteratively executed until convergence to a given region decomposition is reached.
C. Motion Model
To represent the motion of each region, there are many 2-D motion models (translation, affine, projective linear, quadratic, sampled, and polynomial) [12] . The simplest (translational) model for 2-D motion is used in the existing coding standards. To estimate motions more complex than translations, Labit and Nicolas [19] , introduced affine linear motion model of the image with the goal to take into account rotation and divergence. This model has been extensively used in the literature for 2-D motion representation, also in video processing and compression [26] .
The region-recursive method described here is a simplified affine linear model (SLM) represented by four parameters . The vector of displacement is defined as follows: (3) with are the coordinates of the region center, and are, respectively, the translation along the axis and , represents the divergence ratio, and is the rotation angle.
D. Initialization
For parameter initialization, there are two solutions (Random and approximate). In general, this initialization depends on the information level that we have a priori and which must be exploited rigorously. In our case, we consider that the present information acts on the dense motion field which can be calculated by the pel-recursive algorithm [19] .
To calculate et , it is necessary to compute motion vector descriptors from an initial dense motion field. The global motion attributes are computed on image regions issued from a segmentation step. A segmentation procedure is defined by regions of square blocks. For every region , we define (4) Then, the four-dimensional (4-D) parameter vector gives a compact representation of any dense velocity field. The new motion field provides a suitable initialization to optimize a cost function for image reconstruction using motion compensation.
E. Estimation
For every moving region or block, we estimate motion using HOS-based cost function that is maximized or minimized for the desired displacement.
Next, we introduce different criteria to obtain the displacement vector based on second-and fourth-order statistics of the DFD.
SOS-Based Cost Function:
The classical solution to obtain the displacement vector from the is the minimum square error (5) An estimation of this cost function is given by the sample averaging (6) where denotes the spatial domain that contains the pixels from the region, and the number of such pixels. Unfortunately, in the presence of colored Gaussian noise or non-Gaussian noise, the above solution may lead to inaccurate results [15] .
HOS-based cost function: HOS-based cost functions can be built from different criteria. The approach in [24] is based on a fourth-order statistics cost function that uses the kurtosis of the , which is asymptotically unaffected by zero-mean additive noise assumed to have an unknown distribution. With this assumption, we thought to use a HOS-based criterion cost function instead of M-estimators which are robust to outliers, and behave optimally while the statistical distribution follows a known parametric model. The HOS-based cost function is defined as (7) where the kurtosis is by definition, as follows:
The correct displacement is found by minimizing . Tugnait [24] was the first to propose this criterion to estimate the time delay between two signals as an extension to the performance index . Later, Anderson and Giannakis [6] used the above cost function to recursively estimate the displacement of pixels between two images. We propose to use the corresponding estimation of given by
The presence of colored Gaussian or non-Gaussian noise do not degrade the estimation process and the cost function will depend only on the signal second-and fourth-order moments.
Update equation:
The optimization algorithm uses the well known steepest descent gradient method and yields an algorithmic extension of the Anderson-Giannakis [6] cumulant method (10) where is the 4 4 diagonal matrix of gain, is the region index, and the 4-D gradient vector is defined by (11) which can be expressed in terms of the and the gradient of , after some analytical development and using the affine linear motion model. The motion descriptor is identified for each region.
F. Splitting
The estimation of the motion models needs the choice of a segmentation procedure, either prior, or simultaneous with, the motion estimation step itself, since this operates on a region of matched pixels. The segmentation rule influences greatly the overall performances of the algorithm. In this study, images are segmented into motion homogeneous regions using an adaptive quad-tree splitting [31] . This segmentation allows the progressive decomposition of the image into smaller and smaller regions making it possible to identify the more global attributes and leading to the identification of local motions at the end of the estimation process. The splitting criterion adopted consists in comparing the entropy of the motion compensated differences as follows: (12) where [resp. ]: the number of pixels in region (resp. ).
: the entropy of the region in the error image before splitting.
: the entropy of the sub-region after splitting. : the number of sub-regions and is the threshold value. This entropy criterion controls the accuracy of the motion estimation procedure in order to optimally balance the amount of information corresponding to the prediction error and to the motion parameters.
An example obtained with a real image sequence is presented in Fig. 2 . "campagne" is a complex scene with a global motion of divergence and others local motions (car, a post on the right of the picture, leaf of trees). For the experiments, the decomposition starts from 32 32 initial regions to 8 8 final regions and the splitting threshold is set to 15.
III. ADAPTIVE SPATIOTEMPORAL -FILTER
The currently used spatiotemporal approaches were developed by generalizing well known 2-D filtering techniques. For example, a simple approach to spatiotemporal filtering is to extend the support of a 2-D finite impulse response (FIR) filter in the temporal direction (see Fig. 3 ). The motion-compensated 3-D filter is very similar to its no-motion counterpart. Specifically, the generalized spatiotemporal filter is given by (13) where and are the horizontal and vertical components of an estimate of the motion between frames and . By motion compensating the sequence prior to averaging, the temporal stationary assumption holds over a much larger region. This allows for the support of the filter to be increased in the temporal direction, improving the filter's ability to suppress noise without incurring additional artifacts due to motion.
A. Three-Dimensional -Filter Presentation
In video processing, a spatiotemporal neighborhood is the cube around each pixel. Our purpose is to design a filter defined on this neighborhood that aims at estimating the noise-free cen- tral image pixel value by minimizing a certain criterion. We apply a filter based on sample ordering of the filter cube to a 1-D vector. Let be the ordered input vector at pixel given by (14) where is a filter window rearranged in a lexicographic order (i.e., row by row) to a 1-D vector (15) Let us define as a scalar running index which can be used instead of the pixel coordinates . Henceforth, a 1-D notation will be adopted for simplicity. The intensity estimate at image location is given by: (16) where is the ordered observations and is the -filter coefficient vector that minimizes a criterion between the estimated and the desired images.
Let be the estimation error at pixel , i.e., . To obtain the optimal filter weights from the , one can use two criteria:
• a solution based on mean square error (MSE) minimization; • a solution based on kurtosis minimization of the estimated error.
B. Three-Dimensional LMS -Filter
In this section, we briefly review the derivation of the nonlinear LMS adaptive algorithms that have been used in the literature for the optimization of several types of nonlinear filters and specially the -filters. The optimal filter weights minimize the MSE cost function (17) The necessary conditions for filter optimality are obtained by setting the gradient of the cost function equal to zero (18) The method of steepest descent is a popular technique which addresses this problem by updating the filter weights using the following equation, in an attempt to continually reduce the MSE cost function (19) where is the step-size of the update. Performing the derivation using (17) and (19), we obtain the following equation of the filter weights: (20) where .
C. Three-Dimensional LMK -Filter
The Kurtosis of the difference between the estimated and the original images is given by (21) The algorithm for adjusting the filter coefficient is derived such as (22) the derived value of is denoted by (23) with , (23) becomes (24) with an instantaneous estimation of , the alternative update equation becomes (25) Estimation of can be done using the recursion [18] (26)
For a very small value of , we have , and (25) will be approximated by (27) which is similar to least mean fourth (LMF) algorithm defined in [28] . The scalar is commonly referred to as the step size or the learning rate of the recursive equation, and it controls the speed of the algorithm. The convergence behavior of the LMK algorithm is mainly influenced by cubic error power, . Basically, the will provide fast convergence as the error is larger (i.e., when filter weights are far from optimum) and will provide too smaller residual steady state error when the error is smaller (i.e., the filter weight is close to the vicinity of optimum weight).
D. Convergence Analysis
In theory, there exist sufficient conditions on that guarantee the convergence of the LMS algorithm. These conditions depend on the knowledge of the eigenvalues of the correlation matrix [7] , [32] , where is the correlation matrix of the ordered input vector. Under the white Gaussian distributed noise assumption, the mean convergence is studied with expectation of the weight error deviation. The necessary condition for the average LMS -filter coefficient vector to be convergent is (28) where denotes the maximal eigenvalue of matrix . Since the eigenvalues are not easily available, a practical definition for is . Therefore, the sufficient condition to ensure stability is (29) where stands for a trace of the matrix inside brackets. Following the least mean fourth LMF convergence analysis [27] , [28] , the condition for the average LMK -filter coefficient to be convergent is (30) where is the noise covariance. A smaller step size will slow down the convergence speed. On the other hand, by properly controlling the step sizes can yield faster convergence speed without instability [29] .
E. Three-Dimensional Normalized LMS-LMK -Filters
When the adaptive filter is going to operate in nonstationnarity environment (as in image processing), it is reasonable to employ a time/space varying step-size parameter . After evaluating the a posteriori error at location defined as follows: (31) It can be easily shown that (32) If is chosen to be (33) then becomes zero; the coefficients vector of the NLMS -filter will be modified as follows: (34) should be chosen to satisfy the inequality . The NLMK -filter becomes [27] (35) These equations describe the adaptation of the NLMS-NLMK -filters. It is equivalent to linear NLMS-NLMK algorithms. The only difference is that these equations employ the vector of the ordered observations to update the adaptive -filters coefficients, whereas the linear NLMS-NLMK algorithms employ the input vector .
F. Recursive Implementation
In this section, we address a recursive implementation of the -filters weights optimized by the second and higher order statistics criteria. In the previous sections, it was noticed that only the nonrecursive implementation has been addressed. Improved performance in terms of noise attenuation can be expected if the filter is applied recursively.
In recursive filtering, the estimate of current pixel is dependent on the new values, instead of the old ones, of the previously processed pixels. The observation sample vector obtained at location is given by (36) In general, the coefficients of recursive -filters, like those of nonrecursive filters, have to be designed in some optimal fashion. The major objective of the optimization is to derive the best weighting coefficients such that a performance cost criterion is minimized. Based on the LMS and kurtosis optimization algorithms as described in the preceding sections, the weighting coefficients are updated according to (20) and (25) . In the case of using as the input observation vector at each location, the estimates of previously processed pixels have to be calculated in order to update the filter weights. This draws an analogy between the recursive -filters and linear IIR filters, while the nonrecursive -filters can be viewed as a modification to linear FIR filters.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We present a set of experiments in order to assess the performance of the adaptive -filters we have discussed so far. All the sets of experiments have been conducted on real sequences. A number of these sets of experiments suppose that a reference image (e.g., the original image) is available. In practice, reference images are usually transmitted trough TV telecommunications channels to measure the performance of the channel. In such cases, the proposed adaptive -filters can be proved very useful, if the design of an optimal filter for the specific channel characteristics is required. However, in certain cases (in image sequences), it is reasonable to assume that one noise-free frame can act as a reference image for a number of image frames.
In computer simulations, two 256 256 monochrome video sequences, which are parts of the "Trevor White" sequence and the "Caltrain" sequence, were used as original video sequences. Although the "Trevor White" sequence is characterized by temporally slowly varying objects along the temporal direction in a stationary background, it has many spatial nonstationnarities due to vertical strip lines in the background and the shirt worn [one of these frames is shown in Fig. 4(a) ]. In contrast, the "Caltrain" sequence consists of a moving objects in a moving background, which give rise to nonstationnarities in large areas along the temporal direction with greater spatial stationary than the 'Trevor White' sequence [see Fig. 4(b) ]. The filtered images quality is evaluated by measuring the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) improvement defined as follows:
where is the original image pixel, denotes the same pixel corrupted by noise, and is the filter output at the same image pixel.
In this section, we compare the performance of the cited filters when the original sequence is corrupted by the following: 1) impulsive noise with probabilities (both positive and negative impulses with equal probability); 2) mixed impulsive and zero-mean additive white Gaussian noise Then, we shall compare all combinations of the SOS and HOS used methods both in the motion estimation and filtering steps. In a second part, we tend to use a recursive implementation (RLMS, RLMK -filters) of the chosen adaptive filters, and comparing the performance with the nonrecursive methods (LMS, LMK -filters).
The notation used in our figure legends and also later in summarizing our results is explained as follows.
• LMS, RLMS -filters refer, respectively, to the SOSbased filter and its recursive implementation.
• LMK, RLMK -filters refer, respectively, to the HOSbased filter and its recursive implementation.
• SOS-SOS means that we have used motion estimation method based on SOS and spatiotemporal LMS -filter.
• HOS-SOS means that we have used motion estimation method based on HOS and spatiotemporal LMS -filter.
• SOS-HOS means that we have used motion estimation method based on SOS and spatiotemporal LMK -filter.
• HOS-HOS means that we have used motion estimation method based on HOS and spatiotemporal LMK -filter.
A. Combining SOS-and HOS-Based Methods
A summary of the SNRI performance for all combinations of HOS and SOS methods applied to the above mentioned se- quences are described in Tables I-IV. The following observations can be made.
• The joint estimate HOS-HOS-based technique provides an improvement of 4 to 6 dB of SNRI over other techniques, for both Caltrain and Trevor White sequences, and both type of noise.
• For Caltrain sequence which have high amount of motion, the HOS-HOS does better in terms of SNRI than the other techniques. As explained before, this is because more motion activity usually undermines the accuracy of the motion trajectories, there by limiting the LMK -filter's ability to exploit the temporal redundancy in the sequence.
• For the "Trevor White" sequence, which has textured frames and a reasonable amount of motion, HOS-and SOS-based motion estimators perform about the same. In contrast, the filters perform much better over the results obtained by "Caltrain" sequence. After evaluating the four combinations of different motion compensated techniques, we compare the best (HOS-HOS) and (HOS-SOS) techniques with other filters. Fig. 5 shows the SNRI of the HOS-HOS and HOS-SOS technique applied to a group of frames of the chosen sequences and comparing with a classical existing filter like 3-D median filter and 3-D AWA filter. In each case, a temporal windows composed of three-frame are considered. The size of each spatial window is 3 3 pixels. For each sequence we use the two types of noise cited above. The HOS-HOS-based filter produces much better results than the other filters for both sequences.
For mixed impulsive and additive Gaussian noise, we observe that adaptive weighted average (AWA) is far from the proposed filters with a difference of 5 dB, both median and LMS -filters have a same improvement and the LMK -filter gives a good performance.
For impulsive noise, we observe that the best results are obtained by the LMK -filter when comparing with the other filters.
Visually, the LMK -filter denoised frames look better than the other filters denoised frames. We show in Fig. 6 the visual comparison between the 3-D filters in suppressing mixed impulsive and additive white Gaussian noise in the third frame of Trevor White sequence. We can notice that the LMK -filter preserves well the texture in the foreground. Fig. 7 shows the comparison between the 3-D filters in suppressing mixed impulsive and additive white Gaussian noise in the third frame of Caltrain sequence. From this set of experiments, we have finally adopted the 3-D LMK -filter which supplies the best results of restoration quality. The results on the Caltrain sequence show that the -filters are less sensitive to motion estimation errors than the other filters. We can conclude globally that the 3-D LMK filter outperforms the other filters.
When a reference image is not available, we have tested the robustness of the -filter coefficients that are determined at the end of a training session and are applied to filter a noisy image that has been produced by corrupting a different reference image than the one used in the training session. More specifically, we have run the -filter algorithm on Trevor White corrupted by mixed noise using as a reference image the original Trevor White. Subsequently, we have averaged the -filter coefficients that were derived during the operation of the algorithm on the last image row. The resulting -filter coefficients have been applied to filter the Caltrain image corrupted by the same mixed noise. In Table V , we present the SNRI achieved by filtering the noisy Caltrain by using the -filter coefficients determined at the end of a training session on Trevor White and vice versa. In parentheses, we have included the same filters performances using the noise-free image as reference. It is seen that the attained noise reduction is close to the one achieved when the reference image is available.
B. Recursive Least Kurtosis and Mean Square Implementation
In our simulations, original images are corrupted by adding zero-mean additive white Gaussian noise with standard deviation and impulse noise with probability together. Tables VI and VII present the comparative results of filtering the two video sequence corrupted by noise with different characteristics. The restoration performance of the recursive LMK -filter is compared with that of its nonrecursive version and the (least mean squared) LMS -filter. The step-size parameter has been experimentally tuned in order to get the optimal values. For each algorithm, the values are chosen as , . In all experiments, the size of the filter support is chosen to be a cube. The recursive filtering design consistly provides better performance than the nonrecursive implementation. In particular, the SNRI gain obtained by using recursive filtering over its nonrecursive design is 0.87-1.92 dB, which is sequence dependent. It is observed that improvement in terms of SNRI is achieved when the image is heavily corrupted. Similar results are also obtained for the other test sequences. In addition to the achieved gains in SNRI, the recursive implementation yields visually better quality in respect of noise suppression than its nonrecursive counterpart. Results for the two sequences are reported in Figs. 8 and 9. The resultant frames obtained by nonrecursive filtering manifest insufficient reduction of noise, while the recursive filter is more efficient in noise removal without excessive blurring of sequence details.
C. Computational Cost
In this section, we evaluate the efficiency of the proposed algorithms according to the computational cost. Table VIII shows the computational time carried out by using the different filters discussed above applied to the third frame of Trevor White sequence. These computing times are based on a C++ implementation of the algorithms running on a 1-GHz Pentium III-based machine under the Linux operating system. There is no optimization that has been handled. When comparing the computational time of the proposed algorithms with the existing ones, we can see that there is a trade-off between accuracy and the computational efficiency (the SNRI values have been given above). So, the NLMK -filter has a larger computational time and the more significant SNRI.
The computational complexity of both algorithms are very similar for HOS-based filters [18] . The LMS requires and LMK requires where is the number of adaptive coefficients. Therefore, only four extra multiplications (M) and two extra additions (A/S) are necessary for LMK independent of . There are more operations required when using the LMS and LMF -filters [for sorting pixels, the temporal complexity is ].
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a 3-D adaptive motion-compensated LMK -filter for non-Gaussian noise suppression in video sequences was investigated. Two important findings have been made. First, the motion estimates are accurate enough to improve future time estimates for noisy video sequences. In particular, HOS-based region-recursive method yielded higher SNRI values and good image quality when using a simple parametric motion model. The choice of the motion estimator becomes an important factor. Visibly, the HOS-based region-recursive method produced better image estimates than the SOS-based method. Second, we used spatiotemporal LMK/NLMK -filters to the motion compensated frames. This is comparable to results reported in literature. Perceptual improvement with our scheme is demonstrated on various sequences. Note that the inclusion of the recursive implementation of the above filters also improved the estimated video sequences, when compared to the non recursive ones.
The cost of employing HOS-based estimators, though, is an issue that cannot be ignored. Using HOS-based motion estimator and filter described earlier increased the processing time. Depending on the application and the resources available, the proposed schemes should be used only if the best results are desired and the computational cost is not a crucial issue. Otherwise, SOS-based algorithms could be employed.
